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Revered Al Sharpton visited Howard Monday for a book signing and a speech at the School of Medicine.

**Sharpton Signs Books in HUB**

By Dominique Ann Reeman Contributing Writer

A jammed crowd of students, alumni, and faculty welcomed Reverend Al Sharpton Monday as he promoted his new book "Al on America," and spoke of the possibility of running for President in 2004.

"My book is what I call my 'opinion' book," Sharpton said. "I've been in the trenches. I have been in the millions, I have talked to people who have been in the trenches. I have been stabbed and gone in jail, and went to the Middle East and risked my life to say, 'I am a black man and this is what I know.'" Dr. Al Sharpton

President H. Patrick Swygert was among those in attendance to show Sharpton support. Sharpton has been to Howard on many occasions to garner support for different causes and issues.

Although Sharpton has not officially announced he will run for the presidency in 2004, he has faced criticism from many who say he does not have a chance.

"People look at the civil rights movement as a past event," Sharpton said. "But there's so much of a reason to be fighting the civil rights movement to do at least 20 years ago." Sharpton continued that the black race is more...healthier than whites, and the best way to go. Sharpton said he is aware of the criticism but it not getting the minority vote.

Sharpton asked, "If blacks, and Latinos...good chance of winning if...have a chance...next six months...Howard Brown's Office of Financial Aid and Turner-Spyer will answer. On November 14, the Alaska Regional Coalition (ARC) called Turner-Spyer at Metro Brown's News President of Enrollment Management. "There's a...for Mr. Brown...times more likely to go..."Rainy Dayz," with Mary J. Blige, and 2002's "Down for personal reasons for six...another university's administra..."Turner-Spyer's...facts should...Sharpton asked.
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A Discussion with Star Part, Chair of College Republican Week

By Tiffany Mitchell
Contributing Writer

"Pimps, Whores and Welfare Brats," author Star Part, chair of College Republican Week, highlighted Howard University's third event Wednesday on Black Conservancy where Parker announced integrated ideologies of urbanization with stigmatization before financially progressing Blacks in the community.

Parker, president of the Coalition for Urban Renewal, aims to break the cycle of poverty among Blacks by providing the five steps of advancement: finishing schools, developing a good work ethic, trying, saving and investing and charity giving.

Parker feels the Welfare Reform Act that created Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) goals: to encourage work, support family creation and promote community-oriented self-sufficiency.

For many Blacks who are starting businesses or becoming entrepreneurs, it's still a long road. Parker is encouraging people to create their own opportunities for success. "Why is this Welfare Reform?" Parker asks, "Because the government is not equipped to say what is really the problem.

The newsletter has tackled issues between the more glossy, well-programmed system of welfare bills since welfare reform, but has failed to stabilize its constituents and people because it has no program.

Parker also emphasized how good work ethic plays to better job positions and allows people to create their own environment for success. "Why is it Welfare Reform?" Parker asks, "Because the government is not equipped to say what is really the problem.
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The Haitian Students Association and NAACP Hold Panel on Treatment of Refugees

By Stephanie Young
Contributing Writer

Howard University Chapter of the NAACP and the Haitian Students Association (HSA) hosted a seminar on the treatment of Haitian refugees trying to enter the United States in Douglass Hall Wednesday.

The two organizations failed to invoke the student body about the government’s management of refugees and to differentiate students who could be influenced by the United States government on those who had been displaced. Nearly 40,000 Haitian refugees choose to remain in the country working similar jobs.

“The Bush administration denotes that this is illegal and it is not,” James Morrell of the Haitian Democracy Project said. Morrell noted President Bush signed a policy for dealing with the influx of Haitian attempting to enter the U.S., which would include seizing their boats, leaving the refugees on U.S. barges, and returning them back to the Haitian capital, Port-au-Prince.

“It is unfair that the U.S. becomes the Haitian government’s scapegoat,” said President Morrell of the Haitian Students Association.

According to Paul Pumphrey, "International Union of Refuges and Settlers International, Incorporated in the U.S. has been marked by the strong arm of the United States, sparking from the U.S. migration to the Haitian Republic of 1982 to the present day. It is not only the United States government that is responsible. The Bush administration’s measures are not responsible, but the U.S. is responsible.

"Haiti is not lacking brain power, it is lacking a way to stop massacres over U.S. Pumphrey said, speaking about the relationship between Haiti and the U.S. Pumphrey and the U.S. has used its political might to force the Haitian people from being readmitted after their previous reading.

"We have not been trained to aid the Haitian people by collecting schools and helping children in Haiti in the next month. We can’t keep saying that the Bush administration is responsible. We have to take care of the Haitian people here, and the U.S. police agencies affecting Haiti," Louis-Jacques said.

The F.R.E.S.H. Hosts’ Two-Dollar Tuesdays

By Nancy Gates
Contributing Writer

Innovative, hilarious, sexy, and inventive from start to finish, F.R.E.S.H. (Feminists Representing Every Side of Haitian) poetry event had a large student turnout.

The event showcased a large variety of poets, including first-time poets, many familiar faces, as well as some new voices. Approximately 50 students attended the event, which showed the talent of soaring poets and musicians.

The event was sponsored by F.R.E.S.H. (Feminists Representing Every Side of Haitian), an organization formed by six female students to provide a female perspective to a male-dominated industry. The host for the night, Goldie Patrick, Petrae McDann, and Hadas Cohen, all music students and F.R.E.S.H. organizers, opened the evening with F.R.E.S.H.’s mission.

F.R.E.S.H. works to provide an opportunity for Haitian women who are not familiar with the United States to share their poetry.

Between acts, the audience was entertained by the talented poets and musicians. The event ended with the audience being invited to the next F.R.E.S.H. event.

The Haitian Student Association hosted a panel discussion on Refugees.

The news conference was held on the Howard University campus Wednesday night.
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Suicide Risks Are Linked To Family History

By Charlene Talbot
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Ardeo Soothes with Rich Atmosphere, Exquisite Cuisine

By Chauna Bryant

The soft candlelit ambience of Ardeo with its bowl of cracked ice and a cozy mix of soft music from the living room of the National Zoo, Ardeo deeply conveys the feeling of a sophisticated yet not stuffy affair.

The best part of the meal was the dessert. The crème brûlée was perfect; just soft enough to indulge the taste buds after every course. A mango and raspberry sorbet accompanied the crème brûlée giving it a feeling of lightness.

The restaurant offers a cozy atmosphere and the price is not too out of hand.

HU Med School Scrambling to Save Accreditation

By Tina Dennis

Building Futures is a 10-year program that focuses on preparing and supporting families affected by HIV/AIDS. The program began in the fall of 1995, when the Center for Human Development, Pediatric, Mental Health, and Family Science, developed a task force to study the feasibility of establishing a new public health program oriented toward HIV/AIDS.

According to the R.C. Martin, President of Building Futures, 14,000 children and adults are affected by HIV/AIDS in the District of Columbia in December of 2000. After surveying community as well as governmental and non-governmental organizations involved in supporting individuals with AIDS, the task force outlined the Family AIDS Housing Organization.

Changing name to Building Futures in 1995, to protect the policy of clients, the organization operates on a program designed to target the services available to families facing HIV/AIDS issues. The organization offers affordable housing and new resources to those families.

The company consists of a 12-member board, and a staff qualified in such areas as real estate, social services, and community health. The board has designed aMusic and Drama Program, which supports programs in arts education and community outreach.

Overall, Ardeo, a small, intimate restaurant and a perfect getaway. The service was prompt, and the food never tasted better. The overall rating of the restaurant was a 9/10.

Hilltop Staff Writer

Spies Among Us

Created by Milton Maltz

This exhibit explains the history of mysterious espionage, spies, and the law that governed spies. The exhibit was opened on January 10, 2002.

The museum, located on 9th Street, is free to the public. The exhibit runs from January 10, 2002, to April 15, 2002.

The Spy Museum Exposes Secrets from the Undercover Profession

By Kerry Bosley

With the latest installment of the James Bond film "Die Another Day" in theaters, it is almost inevitable that the public is being bombarded with information about the world of espionage.


The museum, located on 9th and F Streets in Washington, D.C., is the first of its kind to explain the role of espionage, its history, and its role in the modern world.

The museum will be open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday and from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on weekends.

The exhibit features artifacts, documents, and interactive displays that explore the history and current state of espionage.

Spies from A to Z

Located in downtown DC, the International Spy Museum gives patrons a chance to become a real-life "007."
By Sarah-Jane Thomas Contributing Writer

Washington, D.C. - The murder of Earl Washington, a young black man, can stoke a fire of racial hatred that can carry over into the next generation. By John Allen Muhammad and John Lee Malvo, the yelling and shouting of gunfire, the screams of terror, the fear that something bad is about to happen, and the realization that it could happen to anyone at any time. This event, coupled with the deaths of Aaliyah and Left Eye, makes students appreciate life and consider their own mortality.

The deaths of these three individuals have allowed us to see the darkness of human nature, to witness the capacity for evil in our midst. We have been reminded that life is precious, that death is always a possibility, and that we must cherish each moment we have.

The Hilltop, a graduating student at Catholic University, felt similar effects of the sniper attacks. "I was upset everyday, and I didn't really get over, and may never fully get over this trauma," claimed Shannon. "I think the jury might have sympathy for Malvo because he's 17 and that's under the age of 18, but I don't think that should influence the death penalty of Muhammad.

Although the suspects were not only suspected of shootings in Maryland, Virginia, and the District of Columbia, but also in four other states. Washington, Alabama, Georgia, and Louisiana, the jury ruled that the two are being prosecuted separately.

John Lee Malvo, 17, (left) and John Allen Muhammad (right) will be tried separately and both may face death penalty if the convictions of shooting in Virginia remain while the court battle is pending.

Young Black Celebrities' Untimely Deaths Impact Students

Deaths of Aaliyah, Left Eye and 'Romeo' Make Students Appreciate Life, Question Own Mortality

By Michael Jackson Hilltop Staff Writer
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Islamic Punishments Unconstitutional in Nigeria

By Candace G. Lee

The Nigerian government has opposed the introduction of Islamic law in 12 northern states and the enforcement of its rules, such as harsh punishments for violent acts. Traditionally, stoning, stabbings, and amputations are not constitutionally imposed, but a number of states continue to implement Islamic law in an attempt to interpret the Koran under Sharia, or Islamic law. This law forbids any sex outside of marriage, and it has been used to convict Amina Lawal of fornication and sentenced her to death.

Amina Lawal (right) was convicted of fornication and sentenced to death, according to Islamic law, by stoning. Yet, recently her life was saved when the Nigerian government decided against the punishment due to international pressure. Following the protest, the Nigerian government overturned the death sentence in favor of imprisonment.

The man she had sex with, while participating in premarital sex, was found guilty of fornication, and he was sentenced to death by stoning. However, the law requires that the punishment be administered in public, and the man was spared because of insufficient evidence to convict him.

The Nigerian government has been criticized for the use of Islamic law, which is not constitutional in Nigeria. Many have argued that the law is oppressive and violates human rights.

Back to Africa World Briefs

Covering the Motherland and Other Lands

Juvie Hostage Situation

HOSPITAL DE L'ENFANT Jesus in Spain - A teenager with a knife overtook his sister and forced her to go as a hostage to the hospital and held her for four hours Monday until a plainclothes officer overtook him and delivered him to officials.

None of the students was hurt in the 3 1/2-hour ordeal at the Hospital de l'Enfant Jesus in the gritty port town just south of Barcelona. All the hostages were 16 or 17 years old.

One of the students, a junior biology student at the central city of Gijon, was not seen and said he had taken the hostage as a way of protesting the school's refusal to allow him to participate in the program, which is for juniors.

A month after the hostage situation, the school's refusal to allow him to participate in the program, which is for juniors, led to a protest. The school's administration has since apologized and offered to reevaluate the program.

Protestors Stopped by Soldiers

OAKLAND, California - Students from Costa Rica, Denmark, Switzerland, South Africa, and Panama had a $1 million ransom. He said he acted because his family needed money, the officials said.

At least 20 people died and 80 were injured in the attack in Jamaica's capital, killing five people and injuring three.

Police said vendors and shoppers ran screaming for cover when an unknown number of armed people began shooting late Wednesday. The shooting occurred during a protest against the police as a way of protesting the police's treatment of the residents.

Citizens concerned about the police's treatment of the residents took to the streets to protest, and the police responded with a show of force. The protest was eventually dispersed, but tensions remain high.

Family of Five Killed in Market

KINGSTON, Jamaica - Germaine Grey checked into a nearby street market in a rare daylight attack in Jamaica's capital. Killing five people and injuring three in an open-air market in the middle-class neighborhood and was treated for a neck wound. The threats of the mother, father, three children and a friend were met with a three-month-old's death.

Unidentified assailants killed a family of five, including two children aged 7 and 8, and two women aged 35 and 38, by biting their throats or shooting them, police said. One woman and the child survived the attack in the middle-class neighborhood and was treated for a neck wound. The threats of the mother, father, three children and a friend were met with a three-month-old's death.

The attack occurred in an open-air market in the middle-class neighborhood, and it is the latest in a string of attacks.

Hey You! You know you want to see your name, and issues you're concerned about right here on the Nation & World pages.

Call Amber at 806-6866

November 22, 2002

The Hilltop
What better way to develop your management skills than to manage people?

The Hilltop needs a Managing Editor!

This person manages a staff of roughly 30 and oversees the production of the Tuesday issue of The Hilltop.

Position is paid. All majors encouraged to apply. Interest in journalism a must. Willing to train for those with outstanding management skills.

Contact Lauren Anderson at (202)612-1503 or email thehilltop_eic@yahoo.com

Would be expected to start with new semester... Apply immediately!
Ja Rule Turns Dream into Nightmare

From Ja Rule page A1

"A*rck" featuring Chik "D" Baltimore only called for one verse from Ja Rule. Nonetheless, the set often left me feeling underwhelmed and uninterested, as if he was just repeating the same old thing.

Ja Rule's set lasted about three hours. After the show and not too much material, the crowd became bored. Ja Rule, also known as Flappy/but...! make hits and closer to his newest relevant song, "Rules," hushed the whole crowd in front of him.

"I'm not battling," Rule protested, "people battle with me it's with the management."

For the crowd in what he called "an unfortunate, yet exciting moment" of the night, the show didn't go on.

"Whoa, man up on stage on the man," Rule said to the fan and escort him out. Then again, it didn't need to.

"Yeah your fascination with me is flattering/But I make hits and close to his newest relevant song, "Rules," hushed the whole crowd in front of him.

"I'm not battling," Rule protested, "people battle with me it's with the management."

For the crowd in what he called "an unfortunate, yet exciting moment" of the night, the show didn't go on.

"Whoa, man up on stage on the man," Rule said to the fan and escort him out. Then again, it didn't need to.

"Yeah your fascination with me is flattering/But I make hits and close to his newest relevant song, "Rules," hushed the whole crowd in front of him.

"I'm not battling," Rule protested, "people battle with me it's with the management."
Provost's Student Roundtable

Tuesday, November 19, 2002
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.
Hilltop Lounge in the Blackburn Center

TOPIC:
Campus Technology

Discuss HU E-mail, Library Technology, BANNER, Instructional Technology, HU Network

HU
HOWARD UNIVERSITY

OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS
Sharpton Attracts Crowd at HU Bookstore

HUB from A1

"I know about corporate policy but I am more concerned about the regular people of America. I want to know and understand their concerns," Sharpton said.

It has been 20 years since Jesse Jackson ran for president in 1984, but Sharpton feels his time is right now.

Although Jackson lost in the election, Sharpton said many blacks were put into office that year including Congresswoman Carol Mosley-Brown, who was the first black woman to serve in Congress, and Howard University President Oliver Luck, who was among the first black Secretaries of Commerce.

Jackson was the first black presidential candidate, and the stakes of a black president are not the same as they were when he first ran.

"It is a better time now, after 20 years of achievements and opportunities, are better," Sharpton said. "We need the momentum the idea of a black leader. Sharpton has lost with liveness the spirit of America. People were more conserve with issues back then and had genuine interest in not only educating themselves but also being active in their communities, he said.

Although Sharpton may be the second African American to campaign for the presidency he feels he is not an underdog, but a candidate in the race.

"For long America has not wanted blacks in positions of power but now it's time to change that," Sharpton said.

Sharpton feels America has never been ready for blacks to speaking, "We was up to 1968 we would; we had a great time to speak, heard.

Sharpton was currently weighing his options while working on a second autobiography, which he expected to be in 2004.

Sharpton Speaks at School of Medicine

MED from A1

"I think that we have in many ways been purposely mislead in believing that people of empowerment has something of another time," said Sharpton. "Say you're scared, sit down, and shut up then."

Furthermore, Sharpton beliefs that many blacks are afraid of involvement, which is what white people find all the time, "You're scared, shut up and do not say anything," Sharpton said.

Sharpton also covered the notion that, at times, blacks are quick to complain, but people are quick to complain of many things, "We have no destination."" he said.

Sharpton also spoke on the ground that many people have been mislead with excellence and achievement, but the term has become synonymous to "thug,"

"Many of people have not wanted blacks in positions of power but now it's time to change that," Sharpton said.

Sharpton also touched on the War in Iraq, a more controversial issue. He made it clear that his opposition towards the war was due to his apprehension of Bush's main agenda.

"We need to break down violence and make something of the noise that don't know me, or of control fields," Sharpton also questions who exactly will be fighting in the war. He claims that a disproportionate number of blacks and Latinos will make up the bulk of the fighting, and possibly face death and murder.

In a final attempt to stress his feelings, Sharpton stood, "For a portion of my life able to stand for something the reasons why most people don't achieve because they have been mislead."
BOOKBAGS, TOTE BAGS, BACK PACKS, ETC., ARE NOT PERMITTED IN GREENE STADIUM

LAST HOME GAME - SENIOR DAY CEREMONY AT 11:00AM

NOON, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 23
HOWARD UNIVERSITY vs. Delaware State College
STUDENTS WITH CAPSTONE ID - PICK UP TICKET AT BLACKBURN, TODAY 11AM-6PM

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE BISON (6-4) FOR A GREAT TURN-AROUND SEASON. THANK YOU, SENIORS!!

BEST WISHES TO:

Basketball

Lady Bison @ George Washington
Just across town - TONIGHT @ 7PM
Bison @ St. Francis (PA)
TONIGHT @ 7PM

COMING SOON...

THE MADNESS AT THE BURR!!

AND BEST WISHES TO:

Swimming & Diving

THE HU SHARKS @ PATRIOT INVITATIONAL
Nov. 22-24, George Mason Univ., Fairfax, VA

CONGRATULATIONS TO:

• Jonathan Stokes - Men’s Basketball - 3.12 GPA, a candidate for the Black Voices Quarterly’s Academic All-American Team, finished an internship this summer with a Congressman from California;
• Daisha Hicks - Women’s Basketball - 3.57 GPA, is a candidate for the Black Voices Quarterly’s Academic All-American Team;
• Dawn Thomas - Women’s Volleyball - 3.49 GPA, was inducted into the Allied Health National Honor Society;
• Jerri Hayes - Women’s Volleyball - 3.45 GPA, was inducted into the Allied Health National Honor Society; and
• Football’s wide receiver Kevin Simmonds, named to the 2002 Verizon Academic All-District 2 Football Team, has a cumulative 3.23 GPA. Simmonds is a three-time member of the MEAC Commissioner’s All-Academic Team and been on the School of Business Dean’s List the past two years.

And the following student-athletes or former student-athletes who achieved a perfect 4.0 GPA for Spring 2002:
• George Adu (M. Soccer), Burnice Cain & Chinyo Egboowo (Lacrosse), Micha Cooper (Volleyball), Tiffany Day (W. Soccer), Melissa Fletcher, Tracy Hunter, Brandi James, Tamra Jordan & Travette McNaor (Softball), Ashantie Higgins (W. Basketball) and Alexis Peskine (M. Basketball).

And, finally... Congratulations to Women’s Cross Country for representing Howard University for the first time in the NCAA Regional Championships, after winning the MEAC Cross Country Championships. Yahoo Harrell, Most Outstanding Performer at the MEAC Championship, was the top HU runner.

DIVISION OF STUDENT AFFAIRS
Coach Michael Merritt is shown with the team, the trophy and MEAC officials. Photo: MEAC NOVEMBER 2002
Howard Men's Basketball Schedule

November
- 11: Rice (7-4) (1-0 MEAC), 9:30 PM
- 14: Virginia State (7-7) (1-1 MEAC), 7:00 PM
- 19: Delaware State (11-7) (1-2 MEAC), 7:30 PM
- 22: Charleston Southern (10-8) (0-0 MEAC), 7:30 PM

December
- 2: Maryland (10-4) (1-2 MEAC), 7:30 PM
- 5: Morgan State (11-8) (1-3 MEAC), 7:30 PM
- 12: Howard (17-3) (2-3 MEAC), 7:30 PM
- 14: Northwestern (14-7) (2-3 MEAC), 7:30 PM
- 18: Hampton (17-3) (2-3 MEAC), 7:30 PM
- 20: Texas Southern (17-3) (2-3 MEAC), 7:30 PM

January
- 4: Old Dominion (17-3) (2-3 MEAC), 7:30 PM
- 10: JU (17-3) (2-3 MEAC), 7:30 PM
- 15: Drexel (17-3) (2-3 MEAC), 7:30 PM
- 18: Richmond (17-3) (2-3 MEAC), 7:30 PM

February
- 2: VMI (17-3) (2-3 MEAC), 7:30 PM
- 9: Marshall (17-3) (2-3 MEAC), 7:30 PM
- 15: Morehead State (17-3) (2-3 MEAC), 7:30 PM

March
- 6: Delaware (17-3) (2-3 MEAC), 7:30 PM

By Teresa A. Paul
Staff Writer

Teams listed in predicted order of finish:
1. Hampton (16-6 over-all, 10-2 MEAC)
2. Howard (15-7 over-all, 9-3 MEAC)
3. Delaware State (14-8 over-all, 7-5 MEAC)

By Teresa A. Paul

2002-2003 MEAC Men's Basketball Preview

By Teresa A. Paul
Staff Writer

Preseason Predictions

Player of the Year:
- Kyle Williams, Howard
- F: Richard Toussaint, Bethune-Cookman
- G: Kenneth Davis, Hampton
- D: Raheem Scott, JSU

Rookie of the Year:
- C: Damin Braddock, SCU
- Guard: Howard

Coastal Carolina
- 1st team All-MEAC: F Kyle Williams, Howard
- 2nd team All-MEAC: F Frank Russell, Hampton
- 3rd team All-MEAC: G Raheem Scott, CSU

Preseason Players of the Year
- Kyle Williams, Howard
- Demarcus Wilkins, Howard
- Habeeb, Hampton

Preseason Predictions
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- Richard Toussaint, Bethune-Cookman
- Kenneth Davis, Hampton
- Raheem Scott, JSU

Rookie of the Year:
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Bottom Line:
- The Hilltoppers boast a pre-season MEAC first team guard in Jermaine Hull (1-0-17 MEAC), and with his 14.9 ppg, 3.9 rpg will be the key to their season.
- Senior guard Mike Griffith (1-0-17 MEAC) will be a key player for a team to overtake N.C. A&T in the MEAC.
- FAMU certainly has it. With only one key player, Richard Toussaint, graduating, you’re getting a team to a good season.
- The Bulldogs look like a solid veteran team.
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Sky Walker Lights Up Airwaves

By Michael T. Lyke, Jr.

Contributing Writer

It was exactly one decade ago on this very campus when the Howard Bison football team was coming off a magical season. Now, as they look back on the 1992 season, the players and coaches who participated in that year reflect on how it all came together.

After finishing the 1991 season with a disappointing 2-9 record, the Bison were looking for a new head coach. Steve Wilson brought in a transfer student who had little experience playing football, but was solid around solid quarterbacks. He was a perfect fit for the team, and Walker eventually got the starting job.

“Walker had a great work ethic and was very consistent,” said former coach Gary Harrell. “He took a hard knock to his confidence when he first arrived, but he bounced right back.”

Walker of Wilson. “He took a hard knock to his confidence when he first arrived, but he bounced right back.”

Steve Wilson brought in a转行者 when then-head coach Gary Harrell was fired. With a new head coach, the program took a turn for the better. In 1992, the Bison football team was a talk of the city.

Senior wide receiver Troyce Sanders, for a team that was one of the premier teams in the MEAC. There is some talent here, but not enough to compete with the top teams.

Senior guard Lenny Williams (5-10, 190 lb) is a preseason All-Conference selection. He is one of the best players from last year who needs to be answered, and for the MEAC.

Bottom Line: This team is very young, and very inexperienced. The starters could make up for the loss of last year's leader, Senior guard Terrence Winston.

9. Maryland-Eastern Shore (14-17 overall, 7-5 MEAC)

We know that Junior guard Dee Trottier (16.7 ppg, 3.6 apg, 3.2 rpg) has some слабости, and will definitely need the offense to come from the bench. With the addition of Senior forward Terecsee Williams (18.5 ppg, 7.2 rpg) we have the MEAC's top two players from last year who need to be answered.

Bottom Line: The MEAC is very much a question mark, but with the addition of Senior guard Dee Trottier, we have the MEAC's top two players from last year who need to be answered.

8. North Carolina A&T (14-17 overall, 4-7 MEAC)

The Aggies will have trouble getting past this team. They are in a lot of questions, but the offense has some слабости, and will definitely need the defense to come from the bench. With the addition of Senior guard Dee Trottier, we have the MEAC's top two players from last year who need to be answered.

Bottom Line: The MEAC is very much a question mark, but with the addition of Senior guard Dee Trottier, we have the MEAC's top two players from last year who need to be answered.
You asked, so here it is...
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More days of Senior Pictures

December 2, 3, 4, and 5th

Monday - Thursday

12-8 pm

Blackburn Center

Music Listening Room

****$10 Sitting Fee****

Any questions, please call the Bison Yearbook at 202-807-7870 or email us at bisonyearbook@hotmail.com
Bayou Classic in New Orleans Predicted to be Successful

By Janessa Strangham Contributing Writer

For the natives of New Orleans and others who have spent time traveling outside of the N.O., this Thanksgiving won’t be the same. Bayou Classic tickets are a must-have family dinner ticket. These people have a love for the event and look forward to seeing friends and family.

They have the Rayne Classic that is in their homes. The Bayou Classic is just another name for week four of the Southern Conference season. It’s been talked about in New Orleans since the beginning of the gridiron season.

People from the area and from other southern towns, such as Dallas and Atlanta, gather in the city for one weekend to have a good time and celebrate the traditional holiday in a way that is unique to New Orleans. Imagine having Homecoming over Thanksgiving weekend.

The event is so huge for New Orleans that most of the hotels are booked because of the thousands of people from out of town who attend.

Bayou Classic lasts from Friday to Sunday, around the Thanksgiving weekend. The most important thing about the weekend, taking place every year, is the football game between two (or more) college teams. The University of Southern Mississippi and Grambling State University is a game that can’t be missed. The atmosphere is electric and the game is always close.

The Southern and Grambling University teams are some of the most competitive in the country, and this game is no exception. The Southern and Grambling State University teams are always up for a good game, and this year is no exception.

This year, the game is being played in New Orleans on Friday, November 22, 2002. The Southern and Grambling State University teams are always up for a good game, and this year is no exception.

However, women are perceived, then will remain a resistance to gender equality. Although masculine traits are acceptable, women must possess feminine traits. So we are not making much progress on an immense scale, gender disparity may never be completely resolved.

By Matthew Goins Contributing Writer

During Homecoming, the spirit in New Orleans can go up.

You can never fully get a feel for the culture of New Orleans until you attend a game. The most important event of the weekend is the football game.

The game is a huge event, bringing in a lot of people from out of town. It’s a way for people to come together and have a good time.

Dominiq Charles, a native of New Orleans, has been looking forward to this game all week. He said, "I’m definitely looking forward to the game. Everybody’s going to be there, and it’s going to be great." It’s a rare occasion where you can see the city come together.

The game is a huge event, bringing in a lot of people from out of town. It’s a way for people to come together and have a good time.

It’s been a tradition for the past 11 years. The game is played on Thanksgiving weekend, and it’s always a great time. The stands are packed, and the atmosphere is electric.

The players are some of the best in the nation, and the game is always close. It’s a must-see event for anyone who loves football.
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Hosanna!

"And they that went before, and they that followed, cried, Hosanna, Blessed is he that cometh in the name of the Lord!" Matthew 11:9

Howard University Community Choir
Thomas K. Pierre Jr., Director

Presents

A Thanksgiving Gospel Concert

Sunday, November 24, 2002
6:00 P.M.

Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel
Howard University Main Campus
Sixth Street & Howard Place N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20059

Admission is free—Jesus paid it all!

---

Homecoming 2003

The Homecoming Policy Board is seeking applicants for the following positions:

Chairperson and Treasurer

You may pick up an application from the Office of Student Activities from 9am-5pm Monday-Friday; Blackburn Center Suite 117.

Applications accepted for Chairperson through 5pm on December 2nd, 2002 and December 9th, 2002 for Treasurer.

Mandatory:
All applicants must have at least a 2.5 GPA, be currently enrolled, and available to work during the summer months from 9am-5pm Monday-Friday. All candidates must be present to interview for Chairperson on December 6th, 2002 and on January 9th, 2003 for Treasurer.

---

Bring The Party Home, Baby!

Buy it on VHS and infinitifilm DVD
DECEMBER 3
and boogie down!

---

USE A LITTLE RESTRAINT WITH YOUR KIDS.

The U.S. Department of Transportation urges

“Use a little restraint with your kids.”

The Juvenile Arrestment experience helps young people understand and respect our free enterprise system.

Let their success be your inspiration.

---

November 22, 2002
The Hilltop
The Preposterous Parking Situation at Howard University

If you are a student with a vehicle, you have undoubtedly experienced the lack of parking spaces or general confusion. Have you ever had to check or try to find a parking space? And what is worse, have you ever had to walk to your car after finally finding a space, only to discover that you have a ticket?

Many students with cars find themselves struggling to pay three or four parking tickets a week and yet we forget to mention those unfortunate souls who resort to illegal parking a long day to find free parking.

The parking situation is downright ridiculous. It seems as if USC police are ticketing haphazardly as a means to meet their budget and end of the month quota.

We must say that students simply should not be parking illegally, but with the students paying over two hundred dollars a year for a residential parking permit, legally parking in DC, we think that students should automatically be allowed to legally park in our surrounding campus areas.

Our View: There should be more legal parking spaces for students around campus.

The purpose of the moratorium on the death penalty in Maryland is to re-examine this issue on a case-by-case basis. Furthermore, whether Black people profit if or not, this is something that will affect Black men. There is no reason to expect that Maryland's death penalty will be reformed in the way because Erlich has not waited for the results of research being conducted on it. No one can expect for Black men to once again be more likely to escape the death penalty from any other type of offender.

Like it or Not: Erlich Plans to Reintroduce Death Penalty

Maryland Governor-elect Robert Erlich is weighing an end to Governor Hughes 1971 moratorium on the death penalty. This issue has been the topic of debate since the early 1970s, and now it appears that Maryland may once again be considering reinstating capital punishment.

Our View: Governor Erlich should not lift the moratorium on the death penalty when he takes office in January.

The Holidays is a time for students to reunite with their families and spend much needed quality time with them. It is unfortunate that this time is disturbed upon by scheduled final exams.
Miriam R. de Lucas

I would like to take you on a little journey. Walk with me in through the huge gate at Howard University's female's entrance as she attempts to get past the checkpoint.

Miss Avenue, as we will call her, breaks from a favorable night of strolling on the brick pathway to her dorm apartment. Better known as a "parking lot" we see her presentation in action.

Miss Avenue walks around the huge boulders of security and starts out. She has presented herself in a way that is not intimidating.

Knowing that she is present for time she毫无地 Analyst the environment and relates it to the actual event she appears to the cop. By her presence and her hands and a hint of her break from the crowd, Early maps when she returns the food and drink to her seat and takes a seat in the bus. It is considered a near disaster. The cop from the scene, says that she is never the same after waiting along with her in the crowd. We see her through the many Caribbean countries, and the fearfulness that is present in some of them.

Miss Avenue, by her presence at 51st Street. She is the leader of the civil rights movement, and she is the first of many women to lead the fight against AIDS.

Fighting AIDS is a global pandemic. It is a disease that affects many countries around the world, and it is predicted that the number of people infected with HIV will continue to rise. The disease is preventable, but it is still a major global health challenge.

Many people have been affected by AIDS, including many children and young people. It is important to support those who are affected by the disease and to work towards finding a cure.

Dear Students and Faculty,

I received a copy of the brochure, "AIDS: The Fight Against AIDS," from the Howard University Honors College. I was impressed by the honesty and clarity of the information presented in the brochure.

Many people believe that AIDS is a disease that only affects the elderly, but in reality, it is a disease that affects people of all ages. It is important to educate ourselves about the disease and to take steps to prevent its spread.

The brochure is a great resource for students and faculty. It provides information about the causes of AIDS, the symptoms of the disease, and the steps that can be taken to prevent it. I encourage you to read the brochure and to share it with others.

Sincerely,

Paul Barwick

The Fight Against AIDS

I am a member of the Student AIDS Coalition (SAC) at Howard University. I was present at the demonstration on November 26, 1988, to support the global struggle against AIDS and to bring attention to the need for local action.

As a student, I have been exposed to many different perspectives on the disease. One thing that is clear to me is that AIDS is a global issue, and it affects people of all ages and backgrounds.

As we gather today to remember those who have been affected by AIDS, we should also remember that the struggle against AIDS is ongoing. It is important to continue to work towards finding a cure and to support those who are affected by the disease.
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